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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss problems in densely deployed wireless networks. Particularly, we focus on wireless local
area networks (WLANs) because they have enabled us to provide
seamless and high capacity wireless access easily and inexpensively. However, recently, channel interference between different
services has become a serious problem because access points
(APs) of WLANs are located too densely. In the carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance used in WLANs, the
hidden terminal (HT) and the exposed terminal (ET) problems
occur depending on the distance between stations and the carrier
sensing range. In the higher dense deployment mentioned above,
the HT and ET problems occur complicatedly. Therefore, we
propose an AP cooperation system that detects the HT and
ET problems between stations (STAs). In our system, APs are
operated with time synchronization and obtain the information of
connected STAs from received frames. The HT and ET problems
are identified from the integration of the information obtained
at different APs. The effectiveness is verified by simulations.
Index Terms—Wireless local area networks, hidden terminal
problem, exposed terminal problem, detection, densely deployed
BSSs.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE extensive use of IEEE 802.11 wireless local networks (WLANs) has been brought, thanks to their fast
communication speed, license free operation and inexpensive
deployment. In fact, they are widely used in homes, offices,
and public spaces as part of our social infrastructure. However,
because each service provider or each personal user has
located his or her basic service set (BSS), which consists
of an access point (AP) and one or more stations (STAs),
distributedly and selfishly without taking into account other
preexisting BSSs, interference between BSSs that are deployed
too densely has become a serious problem. It is reported in
[1] that a BSS is interfered with by eighty other BSSs in the
worst case scenario observed in San Francisco. In such a dense
WLAN environment, wireless bandwidth is used inefficiently
due to frequent frame collisions and unnecessary suppression
of transmission; the carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol does not work properly. In
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such an environment, the well-known hidden terminal (HT)
problem [2] can easily occur in different BSSs rather than
in a single BSS. The HT problem causes frequent frame
collisions between the HTs, which leads to wasted bandwidth.
In addition to the HT problem, available bandwidth can be
wasted because of the exposed terminal (ET) problem [3],
in which the transmissions are suppressed unnecessarily by
sensing signals that are actually ignorable.
Detecting the HT and ET problems, called MAC-level
problems in this paper, is very important as a first-step solution
to improve bandwidth use efficiency in densely deployed
WLANs. Although previous papers have discussed the MAClevel problems [3]-[11], unfortunately, no work has discussed
in detail the detection of the MAC-level problem in the dense
deployment of WLANs.
This paper proposes a novel AP cooperation system that
detects the MAC-level problems between STAs in the uplink
of densely deployed WLANs. In our system, APs are operated
with time synchronization and obtain information on STAs
from received frames, and the information obtained at different
APs is integrated on the database. The MAC-level problems
between STAs are identified based on their connected APs,
their carrier sensing relationship, and their frame-collision
possibility, which are estimated from the information stored
at the database. The contributions in this paper are that 1)
we systematically organize the MAC-level problems into five
categories ; 2) our system enables us to easily detect the MAClevel problems, which conventional methods cannot do, in the
dense deployment of WLANs; 3) we successfully integrated
various MAC-level problems into a mathematical formula so
that the detection result is applicable for conventional or new
control technology; 4) our system requires no modification
from existing STAs and minimized modification from existing
APs; and 5) the detection accuracy of our system will be
evaluated quantitatively, which has never been done in the
prior studies. In this paper, we discuss only the MAC-level
problems of the uplink WLANs. Note that detection systems
for the problems in the downlink will be addressed in a future
study.
Before explaining the details of our system, it is necessary to
understand how important it is to detect MAC-level problems.
Suppose that, using our detection system, we have completely
detected the HT problems in the BSSs shown in Fig 1. As
shown in the figure, if we assign channel 1 or 2 to STA b,
which is within the overlapping area of two BSSs, based on
the detection result so that the number of HT relationships is
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minimized, the probability that the throughputs of every STA
will increase is higher than 50%. In addition to frequency
channel assignment, detection results from our system are
applicable for AP assignment algorithms, the HT/ET solutions
such as the request-to-send/clear-to-send protocol, and routing
protocols in wireless mesh networks [4]-[6].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
summarize previous works in Section II. In Section III, we
list the MAC-level problems and present the simulation study
of the throughput performance in the presence of MAC-level
problems. In Section IV, we propose an AP cooperation system that detects the MAC-level problems between STAs in the
dense deployment of WLANs. The simulation parameters are
described in Section V, and Section VI shows the performance
of the proposed system. We mentioned the remaining issues
in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Since the majority of existing works about the MAC-level
problems have focused on mitigating the effects of problems,
the detection of the problems remains ill-argued. Especially,
it has been thought that the ET occurrences are harder to
detect than the HT because the only way to detect is by
disabling carrier sensing at the STAs and testing for loss-free
simultaneous communication. In [8], the authors have proposed Mutual Observation with Joint Optimization (MOJO) to
detect the HT problem between STAs in a single BSS. Choi
proposed a scheme that an AP collects the carrier sensing
information among the STAs associated with it and detects
HT problems[9]. However, these schemes do not take into
account the ET problem. Moreover, the detection accuracy has
not been validated quantitatively. Alternatively, several works
have tried to mitigate the effect of MAC-level problems by the
indirect detection of observing the interference and collisions.
The authors in [11] design an AP selection strategy by using
the potential HT problems. However, all the above schemes
require large modifications from the existing STAs.
The AP cooperation system has attracted much attention in
the dense deployment of WLANs[7], [12], [13]. The authors
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Fig. 1. Simulation of channel assignment based on detected HT problem;
the QualNet4.5 [14] simulator was used; the topology is composed of two
APs, to each of which an orthogonal channel is assigned, and STAs a and c,
which are within the isolated areas of APs 1 and 2 respectively, and STA b,
which is within the overlapped zone of the two APs; the positions of STAs
were determined individually for each trial; every STA transmits saturated
data to its connected AP with 1500 bytes of frame length; the transmission
mode follows IEEE 802.11a with 6 Mbps; the indoor path-loss model [15] is
used without shadowing or fading; 1000 trials were done; the transmit power,
the antenna gain and the noise figure were set to 16 dBm, 0 dB, and 10 dB,
respectively.
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MAC-level problems in densely deployed WLANs.

in [12] proposed a multi-AP architecture with which AP
Controller (AC) is employed to enable each STA to associate
and cooperate with multiple APs. In the architecture, the effect
of MAC-level problems was mitigated by the information
sharing between APs and the centralized scheduling of APs.
The authors in [7] have proposed the hybrid architecture that
centrally handles the MAC-level problems in the downlink.
Although previous works verified the effectiveness of AP
cooperation, all these works require a significant change to
CSMA/CA.
III. MAC-L EVEL P ROBLEMS IN D ENSELY D EPLOYED
WLAN S
The IEEE 802.11 WLAN adopts the distributed coordination function based on CSMA/CA as a basic medium access
protocol, where each STA distributedly determines the timing
of transmission of its frames. In CSMA/CA, to avoid frame
collisions, each STA senses if the medium is being used by
another STA before it starts transmission. However, improper
carrier sensing results in frequent frame collisions between
STAs and excessive suppression of transmitting frames, which
leads to the waste of bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 2, all of the
MAC-level problems caused by the improper carrier sensing
in the uplink are classified into the following five categories:
a) HT problem in a single BSS:
If STAs a and b in a single BSS cannot hear each
other, either of them might start transmission even
while the other is transmitting the frame; frame
collisions between STAs a and b would frequently
occur at AP 1.
b-1) HT problem between different BSSs:
If STAs in different BSSs cannot hear each other,
frame collisions will occur at either or both of the
APs in the BSSs. Collisions that occur only at either
AP are considered to be an asymmetric HT problem.
In Fig. 2, frames from STA c are destroyed by
transmission of STA d at AP 2, while STA d is not
affected by transmission of STA c.
b-2) HT problem by superimposed power:
The simultaneous transmission of STAs a and c
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Fig. 3. Simulated network topology is composed by 3 co-channel APs and
2 STAs. The position of STA a is changed from positions 1 to 5, while STA
b is fixed within the range of AP 2. Each STA is transmitting saturation data
with the frame length of 1500 bytes to its connected AP. The wireless system
consists of IEEE 802.11a with fixed physical rate of 6 Mbps. The pathloss
model[15] is used for the indoor environment. Shadowing and fading are not
considered; the transmit power, the antenna gain and the noise figure were
set to 16 dBm, 0 dB, and 10 dB, respectively.

destroys frames transmitted by STA e. In other
words, STA e suffers from the HT problem because
of the superimposed power of STAs a and c.
c-1) ET problem:
Even though STA d and STA f do not need to
hear each other because of no possibilities in the
occurrence of collisions between them, they can hear
each other. This unnecessary carrier sensing of STA
d’s transmission does not allow STA f to transmit
frames, and vice versa.
c-2) ET problem by superimposed power:
When both of STA d and STA f are transmitting,
STA g can not initiate a transmission by the carrier
sensing of the sum of transmit power of STA d and
STA f despite no occurrence of collisions. This is
also only caused by the superimposed power like b2).
We focus on a), b-1), and c-1) in the following sections, while
b-2) and c-2) are briefly discussed in Section VII.
The bandwidth wasted by the MAC-level problems presented in a), b-1), and c-1) is verified by QualNet4.5[14]
simulation, using the topology shown in Fig. 3. The problem
between STA a and STA b depends on the position of STA a as
follows: STA a at position 1 can transmit frames independently
of the transmission of STA b connected to the different AP.
STA a at position 2 can hear STA b despite no occurrence of
collisions, which results in the ET problem discussed in c-1).
STA a at position 3 contends with STA b for channel access
according to normal CSMA/CA. STA a at position 4 suffers
from the HT problem with STA b, as mentioned in a). Finally,
STA a at position 5 suffers from the asymmetric HT problem
described in b-1) with STA b, where STA b is the HT for STA
a, while STA a is not for STA b.
In Fig. 3, we observe how throughputs of STAs change
depending on their positional relationship. We varied the
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position of STA a, while the position of STA b is fixed. First,
STA a at position 4 obtains lower throughput than at position
3 because of problem a) with STA b. Next, we observe the
throughput of STA b is nearly zero because of the asymmetric
HT defined as problem b-1) when STA a is positioned at
position 5. Finally, when STA a is at position 2, problem
c-1) halves the throughput of STA a compared with that at
position 1. Thus, these examples prove that the MAC-level
problems significantly waste bandwidth and they suggest that
we accurately detect those problems.
Suppose that our system has perfectly detected the HT and
ET problems in Fig. 3. Even when STA a has the ET problem
with STA b at position 2, they ignore each other and can send
frames simultaneously. The throughput would be increased to
the one observed at position 1. When STA a is at position 4 or
5, the HT problem should be solved. The ideal solution is to
connect STA b to an AP using another channel. We would see
the same throughput as the one observed at position 1. The
second option is to introduce such a protocol as request-tosend/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) to suppress the HT problem.
The throughput would be lower than the one observed at
position 3 because of the overhead of the protocol.
IV. P ROPOSED S YSTEM
In this section, we propose an AP cooperation system that
detects the MAC-level problems particularly a), b-1) and c-1)
defined in the previous section. Note that, in the following
discussion, the description of thermal noise is omitted even
though it was taken into account. For example, channel errors
occur because of thermal noise in the simulation. Moreover,
we do not consider the usage of RTS/CTS because it is
reported that RTS/CTS often degrades performance in densely
deployed WLANs [16] though our approach is applicable to
networks using RTS/CTS.
A. Key elements of identifier
We first present the identifier that allows us to identify
the MAC-level problems, and also review the elements in the
identifier. When we identify the relation of STA j (HT, ET,
or not) to STA i, we use subscript ij. The problem can be
identified from: 1) connected AP κij : if κij = 1, STA j
is connected to the same AP as STA i; 2) carrier sensing
relationship λij : if λij = 1, STA i can hear STA j; 3) framecollision possibility μij : if μij = 1, frames from STA i can
be destroyed by those from STA j. Each of these identifiers
is independently determined from the results of observation
during a predetermined observation period. Then, let Sij be
the identifier that indicates the relation of STA j to STA i:
⎧
Fa
κij = 1, λij = 0, μij = 0 ∪ 1
⎪
⎪
⎨
Fb
κij = 0, λij = 0, μij = 1
(1)
Sij =
F
κij = 0, λij = 1, μij = 0
⎪
c
⎪
⎩
otherwise,
Fnormal
where Sij = Fa indicates STA j is connected to the same AP
as STA i but STA i cannot hear STA j, which corresponds
to problem a) listed in the previous section; Sij = Fb
indicates STA j is connected to a different AP from STA i
but frames from STA j can destroy frames from STA i, which
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Fig. 4. Basic procedure of our system. In this example, since STAs are in
the HT problem at AP 1, AP 1 cannot record their frames. Instead, APs 2
and 3 record frames from STAs a and b, respectively. APs in our system are
able to decode the PLCP preamble, PLCP header and MAC header in the
data frame sent to other APs.

corresponds to problem b-1); Sij = Fc indicates frames from
STA j do not destroy frames from STA i but STA i hears STA
j, which corresponds to problem c-1); Sij = Fnormal means
that STA j works properly for STA i based on CSMA/CA.
B. Detection system
Our system integrates information observed at APs using
the same channel on the database and then estimates κij , λij ,
and μij defined above from the database. The basic procedure
of our system is simply described as in Fig. 4 and follows:
i) APs enter the predetermined observation period; ii) during
the observation period, each AP obtains the information, i.e.,
MAC address, time stamp, and received power from data
frames that it received from STAs; iii) after the observation
period, our system integrates the information observed at APs
and identifies the MAC-level problems from the integrated
information.
i
i
and Tend
.
In step ii), each AP records time stamps Tstart
i
Tstart
is the time it starts to receive the Physical Layer
Convergence Protocol (PLCP) preamble of the data frame
i
represents the end of the transmitting data
of STA i; Tend
i
frame. It is calculated from Tstart
+ (data frame size / physical
rate). The information on the physical rate and the data frame
length is included in the PLCP header. APs can identify the
transmitter of a data frame only when they successfully decode
the MAC header. For instance, if the HT problem between
STAs a and b exists in AP 1 as shown in Fig. 4, AP 1 cannot
receive data frames from STAs a and b because of collisions.
However, if a neighboring AP 2 can receive the data frame
from STA a, and a neighboring AP 3 does so for STA b,
a
b
a
b
, Tstart
, Tend
, and Tend
can be successfully recorded.
Tstart
Thus, such cooperation among neighboring APs makes it
possible to obtain the information of STAs that exhibit the
HT problem. In addition, each AP measures received signal
strength (RSS) from each STA; Rix denotes the RSS from STA
i measured at AP x. APs update the RSS information from
an STA every time they receive a data frame from the STA.
Since the instantaneous RSS from STA i, Rix  includes thermal

noise and interference as well as the signal strength from STA
i, Rix should be obtained from Rix  with a filtering function:
Rix = G(Rix  ). Thus, since our system only observes normal
transmissions, STAs are operated on normal CSMA/CA and
are not required to measure any additional parameters or send
any additional messages. However, an AP in our system has
to receive signals from STAs connecting to other APs. It will
be briefly discussed how to realize it in practice in Section
VII.
i
i
, Tend
, Rix , and
In step iii), our system integrates Tstart
the MAC address of the AP connected by STA i, BSSi ,
obtained at every AP on the database. In this paper, we
assume that the information obtained at every AP is collected
after the observation period and managed at a central server,
although this can also be done in a distributed manner. The
central server integrates time stamps obtained at every AP and
generates a received frame list for each STA with considering
two or more frames with the same time stamp observed at
different APs to be one frame. si denotes the counter of time
stamps of STA i. Here, if the total number of received frames
from STA i is smaller than threshold θ, the problems regarding
the STA are considered to be undetectable because there is not
enough information to detect them. The following subsections
describe in detail how three elements κij , λij , and μij are
produced from the integrated information.
1) Connected AP: Assuming that during the observation
period, each STA does not change the connected AP, the
connected AP κij is given by

1 BSSi = BSSj
κij =
(2)
0 otherwise.
2) Carrier sensing relationship: Carrier sensing relationsj
si
si
ship λij is produced by comparing Tstart
and Tend
with Tstart
sj
and Tend . If the received timing of frames from STA i has
overlapped with that of STA j, we can determine that they
cannot hear each other. On the other hand, if their received
timings have never overlapped, we can determine that they
can hear each other. Therefore, λij is given by

λij =

1
0

 

si
sj σij ≤ α
otherwise,

(3)

where α denotes the threshold to determine whether STA i
can hear STA j or not. In most cases, α should be set to 0.
To determine an STA can hear another STA, one multiplicity
of received timing is enough to reject the supposition. To
determine an STA can NOT hear another STA, one multiplicity
of received timing is enough to accept the supposition. The
multiplicity of received timings σij is given by

sj
sj
si
si
1 Tstart
> Tstart
+ δt, Tstart
< Tend
σij =
(4)
0 otherwise,
where δt can exclude the concurrent transmission between
STA i and STA j due to the concurrent backoff expiration
on the normal CSMA/CA. Hence, we should mention that
APs are required to maintain time synchronization with each
other using a conventional synchronization technique for wired
networks [17] or beacon signals broadcasted by APs.
This estimation algorithm for carrier sensing was inspired
by MOJO [8], which was designed to detect only the HT
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Fig. 5. Simulation model: APs were hexagonally located in a 100 m × 100
m square area; the positions of the APs were randomly located within 3 m
from the center of each hexagon; three channels 1, 2, and 3 were assigned
to the APs in a three-cell reuse manner; 300 STAs were randomly located in
the area; for example, when the AP interval is set to 10 m, about 90 to 100
APs are deployed in the simulation field and around 3 STAs are connected to
each AP; every STA transmitted saturated data to its connected AP with 1500
bytes of frame length; the transmission mode followed IEEE 802.11a with
the auto rate fallback [18]; the indoor path-loss model [15] was used with
log-normal shadowing which remains constant during a simulation period; the
transmit power, the antenna gain, the noise figure and the minimum receivedsignal sensitivity set to 16 dBm, 0 dB, 10 dB and -92 dBm, respectively;
100 trials were conducted; the positions of APs and STAs were determined
individually for each trial.

V. S IMULATION D ESCRIPTION
Simulations were carried out to validate the effectiveness
of our system using the topology shown in Fig. 5. We fixed
the field size and the number of STAs in the simulation, while
we varied the AP interval which is the distance between APs.
Here, we consider the scenario that three WLAN services are
mixed in the area; each AP is managed by one of the service
providers, while each STA is connected to the AP with the
highest RSS among only the APs provided by the service it
subscribes to. This scenario allows us to reproduce various
MAC-level problems illustrated in Fig. 3. We observed APs
and STAs in the three services using a particular channel (1).
APs belonging to different services can cooperate to detect
the MAC-level problems if they use the same frequency band.
In this simulation, the number of observed STAs was 100.
γ in Eq. (5) is set so that a bit error rate lower than 10−5
is ensured when the lowest physical rate is used. In that
condition, when Rix /Rjx ≤ γ, the bit error rate is lower than
10−5 in any physical rate. Rix in Eq. (5) is ideally measured
in the simulation. α in Eq. (3) is set to 0. δ t in Eq. (4) and
the observation period in Fig. 4 are set to 50 μs and 30 s. In
this paper, detection accuracy P is defined as
P

=
=

problem at a single BSS. Another difference of our system
from MOJO is that it does not require any modification of
STAs.
3) Frame-collision possibility: Frame-collision possibility
μij is produced by comparing the signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR) with a threshold;

1 Rix /Rjx ≤ γ
μij =
(5)
0 otherwise,
where Rix and Rjx are the RSSs measured at AP x; When the
ratio of Rix to Rjx is smaller than γ, frames from STA i are
destroyed by frames of STA j. γ is predetermined considering
required bit error rate.
C. Possibility of detection error
Like other detection systems, detection results from our
system can include errors, which are due to two factors: 1)
the total number of received frames from an STA is not
sufficient to determine Eqs. (3) and (5). 2) measured RSSs
are not accurate enough to determine Eq. (5). In case 1),
the multiplicity of received timings could not be counted
even though they were never able to hear each other, which
corresponds to the false negatives and positives in the detection
of HT and ET problems; HT is identified as non-HT; non-ET
is identified as ET. Note that, in this case, the false positives
in HT problems and the false negatives in ET problems do
not happen because our system determines the relationship as
non-HT or ET even if the total number of received frames
is unsatisfactory. On the other hand, in case 2), both false
negatives and positives can occur in the HT and ET detections
due to the inaccurate RSS measurement.
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1 − (Pp + Pn )


p
n
[i,j]∈
v fij +
[i,j]∈
v fij
 
1−
,
i
j tij

(6)

where Pp and Pn are the probabilities that the false positive
and the false negative occur, respectively. v corresponds to the
set of STAs i and j with tij = 1, which denotes if STA j can
be a potential HT for STA i; to detect the HT problem defined
as problem a), since it only occurs within a single BSS, tij
is set to 1 if κij = 1; to detect the HT problem defined as
problem b), since it occurs only between different BSSs, tij
is set to 1 if κij = 0. The false positives fijp and the false
negatives fijn are given as
⎧ p
n


⎨ fij = 1, fij = 0 Sij = Sij ∩ Sij = Fnormal
p
n


f = 0, fij = 1 Sij = Sij ∩ Sij
= Fnormal
(7)
⎩ ijp
n
fij = 0, fij = 0 otherwise,

is the
where Sij is the detection result from Eq. (1), while Sij
actual relationship of STA j to STA i.
As a benchmark, we introduced a location based method
which is able to calculate the signal reachability from the
positions of STAs, the transmit power, and the path-loss
model. When these factors are ideally known, the location
based method can detect the MAC-level problems between
STAs completely if there is no shadowing effect. Why we
introduced the location based method as a baseline method
is because, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the MAC-level problems
between STAs have strong dependence on their positions.

VI. S IMULATION E VALUATION
A. Detection accuracy and no. of detected STAs vs. AP
interval
Figures 6 and 7 respectively show the detection accuracy P
of a) and b-1) when the average interval between APs was
varied. First, it should be highlighted, in both figures, our
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system keeps high accuracy independently of the AP interval
and θ introduced in Sect. IV-B. However, in Fig. 6, as the
AP interval increases, P decreases, while it remains almost
1.0 in Fig. 7. This difference comes from the difference of
mechanisms between problems a) and b-1); as neighboring
APs decrease, an STA experiences problem a) more because
more STAs connects to the same AP even if it is far from
them. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the neighboring APs
help detecting problem a) that occurs at an AP, which works
less effectively as the AP interval increases. For problem b1), the longer AP interval just suppresses interference between
STAs connecting to different APs.
Figure 8 plots P of c-1) with varying the AP interval. We
see in the figure that our system works with high accuracy for
problem c-1). However, the AP interval increases, P increases
or decreases dependently on how we set θ. Basically, as the
AP interval increases, the number of data frames received
by neighboring APs monotonically decreases, resulting in the
decrease of P in our system. Particularly, the criterion of Eq.
(3) is “no overlapped transmission between two STAs is that
they have the ET problem (problem c-1)”. The false negative
increases as the number of received data frames decreases.
However, by increasing θ, we can suppress the false negative
because we detect only the problems associated with STAs
with the larger number of received data frames than θ. Figure
9 plots the number of detected STAs, from which APs receive
a larger number of frames than the required number θ. We
see in Fig. 9, as θ increases, the number of detected STAs
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Fig. 9. Number of detected STAs after observation period with varying AP
intervals.

decreases. Note that, in Fig. 9, the plot of the location based
method indicates the upper bound of detectable STAs. This is
not always equal to 100% because as the average AP interval
increases, there are more STAs in the simulation area that
cannot connect to any APs.
B. Detection accuracy and error probability vs. shadowing
Figure 10 shows P as a function of the standard deviation
of shadowing. We can see from this figure that while the
location based method works less effectively as the standard
deviation increases, our system slightly increases in accuracy.
As the standard deviation of shadowing increases, the channel
relationships between STAs and APs become more diversified,
which increases the probability that a frame that collides at an
AP can be recorded at other APs. In the location based method,
as the standard deviation of shadowing increases, P decreases.
Particularly, P for problems a) and b-1) decrease faster than
it for problem c-1). This difference comes from the difference
of mechanisms between the HT and ET problems. Basically,
the HT and ET problems should be more and less sensitive to
shadowing because each problem occurs when received signal
strength between two STAs is weak and strong, respectively.
However, our method works better than the location based
around 12 dB that is the typical standard deviation value
of indoor shadowing reported in [15]. The results show that
the location based method cannot work under shadowing
environment.
Figure 11 plots the false positive probability Pp and the
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Fig. 12. Detection accuracy P of c-1) with varying the observation period:
the average AP interval was fixed to 10 m; standard deviation of shadowing
was set at 12dB; θ is set to 10.

too long observation period is meaningless. Furthermore, as
we described in the above observation regarding Figs. 6 to 9,
the larger θ means our system detects only the relationship
between STAs with a larger number of received frames. That
is why, in Fig. 12, larger θ required shorter observation period
to ensure certain detection accuracy. This suggests that, if the
total number of STAs in the system increases, we should set
θ larger to limit the detected STAs or the observation period
longer to increase the number of received data frames.
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Fig. 11. Detection error probability of our system with varying standard
deviation of shadowing: the average AP interval is fixed to 10m; θ is set to
10; problem a) is the HT problem in a single BSS; problem b-1) is the HT
problem between different BSSs; problem c-1) is the ET problem.

false negative probability Pn . We can find from this figure
that Pp in problem a) and b-1) and Pn in problem c-1) are
closed to zero, respectively. This is because false positives
and negatives in the HT and ET detections respectively occur
only when RSS measurements are inaccurate as mentioned in
Sec. IV-C. As we observed in Fig. 10, the detection accuracy
for problem b-1) is the highest among the detections for the
three problems. Figure 11 shows the reason for this: as for the
comparison between problems a) and b-1), the probability that
data frames from STAs suffering from problem b-1) will be
destroyed by collisions is lower than that for STAs enduring
problem a), which leads to a lower Pn in problem b-1) than
a). The higher P in problem b-1) than in c-1) in Fig. 10
is explained by the fact that the false-positive probability for
problem c-1) is much higher than the false-negative probability
for problem b-1) as shown in Fig. 11.
C. Detection accuracy vs. observation period
Figure 12 represents P detection accuracy for problem c-1)
as a function of the duration of observation period. We can
see from this figure that as the observation period increases,
the detection accuracy monotonically improves, which is consistent with our intuition; too short observation period makes
it hard to accurately estimate the elements in Eqs. (3) and
(5). However, since the detection accuracy is finally saturated,

VII. R EMAINING I SSUES
We have explained how to detect the HT and ET problems
in densly deployed WLANs. However, there remain the following three issues.
1) HT and ET problems by superimposed power, which are
categorized as b-2) and c-2) in Section III. We here explain
how we apply the identifier defined above to problem b-2)
and c-2), both of which are caused by superimposed power
of multiple STAs. We redefine subscript j and introduce a
virtual STA concept. When the number of STAs in a system
is N , we can express all the combination of STAs using j =
j1 + j2 × 2 + j3 × 22 + · · · + jN × 2N −1 , where jn is 1 if
STA n is included in the combination and otherwise 0. For
example, the combination of STA 1 and 2 is represented as a
virtual STA j = 1 + 1 × 2 + 0 + · · · + 0 = 3. Then, the three
elements in Eq. (1) κij , λij , and μij are redefined as:
• κij = 1, if STA i is connected to the same AP with at
least one of N STAs included in virtual STA j.
• λij = 1, if STA i hears the superimposed power of the
STAs included in virtual STA j.
• μij = 1, if frames of STA i collide with the superimposed
power of the STAs included in virtual STA j.
Virtual STAs may be produced and managed in a centralized
way. The detailed discussion will be included in future study.
2) How to implement our system in practice. Our system
requires the following modifications from existing APs when
the system is managed by a central server.
• Although a normal AP discards data frames sent to other
APs, the AP in our system has to record the information
of the physical rate, the data frame length, received signal
strength, and MAC address from them. A solution for this
is to incorporate a sniffing function with every AP. It can
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be a separated device but set nearby the AP [19][20] or
can be integrated to the AP receiver. In our system, the
PLCP preamble, the PLCP header, and the MAC header
of every received data frame have to be decoded with the
received signal strength being measured.
• The recorded information including time stamps, MAC
addresses, and RSSs is forwarded by APs to the central
server via wired network.
• APs have to maintain time synchronization with each
other using a conventional method [17]. However, synchronization loss may occur at an AP in practical. If we
can detect the loss, the system can handle it by ignoring
the information from the AP and by compensating for
the lost information by the one obtained from other APs.
If the synchronization loss is not detectable, it could be
hard to handle it.
The further discussion and the real implementation will be
included in future work.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we focused on the uplink and categorized the
MAC-level problems that occur in densely deployed WLANs:
a) HT problem in a single BSS, b-1) HT problem between
different BSSs, b-2) HT problem due to superimposed power,
c-1) ET problem, and c-2) ET problem due to superimposed
power. Next, we proposed a detection system particularly for
problems a), b-1), and c-1). In our system, APs using the same
channel cooperatively share their observed information. Our
system integrates the observed information and then detects
the MAC-level problems based on their connected APs, their
carrier sense relationship, and their frame-collision possibility,
which are estimated from the integrated information. Our
simulation results showed that our system can detect the
MAC-level problems accurately, regardless of AP density or
shadowing effect. In the future, in addition to the remaining
issues in Section VII, we have to investigate the detection of
MAC-level problems in the downlink.
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